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ABSTRACT

We measure the axial distribution S of optical emission in a dc planar magnetron discharge for

various currents /, voltages V and magnetic fields B. We develop an integral equation model of the

distribution, which is in good agreement with the measurements. At fixed /, we find thatthe position A

firom the cathode of the peak in emission S^ scales as the ion Child law sheath thickness

A oc V™/Bv\ and that for small £*s, S^ ~ BIVm.



I. INTRODUCTION

Planar magnetron discharges are widely used for thin film deposition in the electronics industry

[1-3]. There have been a number of studies of the plasma properties of these discharges [4-7]. How

ever a complete discharge model has still not been developed, and the relations among the discharge

parameters are unclear. We have performed some experiments to study the properties of the cathode

region andtheirvariation with magnetic field strength, current and pressure.

A planar magnetron discharge is a low pressure, magnetic field enhanced, dc glow discharge.

Typical operating conditions are pressures, 1-50 mtorr, magnetic fields, 100-500 G,current densities, 1-

100 mA/cm2, and voltages 200-700 V. The dc magnetic field is applied such that the field lines enter

and leave through the cathode (target) plate. Under these conditions, most of the applied voltage is

dropped across a thin sheath near the cathode surface. Argon ions, unconfined by the magnetic field, are

accelerated through the sheath into the cathode. In addition to sputtering target material, the ion bom

bardment produces secondary electron emission at the cathode. These electrons are accelerated back

into the plasma and are trapped on the field lines, drifting azimuthalry and electrostatically mirroring

against the cathode plate. These trapped electrons produce a sufficient ionization to maintain the

discharge. In cylindrically-symmetric geometry, the discharge appears as a bright ring, having mean

radius r0 and mean radial thickness w, which hovers a few millimeters above the cathode surface.

Our discharge apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Two 9" diameter copper plates are mounted on the

axis of a 12" diameter aluminum vacuum vessel. Each plate is water-cooled, insulated from the vessel,

and can be moved along the axis. Seven 2" diameter parts in the plane of symmetry provide diagnostics

access. The magnetic field is generated by a cylindrically symmetric electromagnet carrying a current

IM. The field shape near the cathode surface is shown in Fig. 2. The radius r0 where the field B is

tangent to the cathode surface is approximately 5 cm from the axis. We quote values of B on the

cathode plate at r0 in the following discussion, where B = 28.5 gauss per ampere of magnet current.

The most obvious characteristic of a low pressure, planar magnetron discharge is its current-

voltage relation and the low discharge voltage, as compared to a non magnetic field- enhanced, dc glow

discharge at the same pressure and current Figure 3 shows / versus V for our discharge as the mag-



netic field is increased, illustrating this transition from glow to magnetron operation. At a fixed /, V

decreases as B is increased. We can understand this transition as follows: without a magnetic field in

the vicinity of the cathode surface, secondary electrons emitted by ion bombardment of the cathode

accelerate into the plasma with a large ionization mean free path and move from the cathode to the

anode, producing few electron-ion pairs. When the magnetic field is present, then these electrons are

trapped on the field lines. This yields a greatly enhanced production of electron-ion pairs, which

suffices to maintain the discharge at a much lower voltage than occurs in the absence of the confining

magnetic field.

H. OPTICAL EMISSION MEASUREMENTS

In order to measure the axial distribution S(z) of optical emission near the cathode surface, we

used a photomultiplier tube detector with a lens and a collimator consisting of two apertures and a

cylinder blackened in its interior, having inner diameter 3/8" and length 7.5". A micrometer was

mounted on a chamber port to move the collimator along the chamber axis, with the collimator axis

held parallel to the cathode surface. The system is shown in Fig. 4.

The axial resolution of the system was measured using an illuminated ground glass slot set in the

port window opposite to the port holding the collimator. The measurement yielded a resolution of 0.28

mm along the axis of the chamber.

Measurements of S for the planar magnetron discharge were made for various magnetic field

strengths, discharge currents and pressures. Typical results are shown in Fig. 5. The general behavior

is as follows: As the distance z firom the cathode surface is increased, the emission rises sharply to a

first peak, falls slightly, rises to a large second peak, and then slowly falls. The small first peak, which

is 0.2-0.4 mm from the cathode surface, was identified as an artifact due to diffuse reflection of light

from the cathode surface. This was verified usinga lamp to illuminate the cathode, producing a similar

effect When the cathode was covered with a blackened surface, this first peak disappeared.

In a low pressure magnetron discharge, the sheath region near the cathode is particularly impor

tant We have examined whether the second large peak in 5, 2-8 mm firom the cathode surface, is

associated with the sheath-plasma boundary. We measured the position A of this peak from the cathode
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for various discharge currents, pressures and magnetic field strengths, concentrating on the variation of

A with B. These data for fixed / and p are shown as the "stars" in Figs. 6a-c. We see that A

decreases with increasing magnetic field B. At the same time, as shown in Fig. 3, the discharge voltage

V decreases as B increases.

There are two possible characteristic distances relevant to the position A of the observed peak:

(1) The peak might be associated with the energetic electron gyroradius X= m/co, where u is the ener

getic electron velocity and co is the electron gyration frequency. Using u =(2eV/m)m and ©=eB/m,

we obtain

Ma

X«
2m yV2

(1)

(2) The position of the peak may be associated with the mean (with respect to radius) Child's law

sheath thickness d% defined by

1/2

Jt 9
2e

M

y*L
(2)

where 7j =Jiptakfe is the mean ion current density of the current distribution at the cathode, and M is

the ion mass (argon). Solving for d, we obtain

1/4

*-f# 2e

M
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(3)

We see that both X and d decrease as B increases (because V decreases also).

Measurements of the radial ion current profile at the cathode (for the data of Fig. 6a only) show

that the mean width at half-maximum w decreases as the magnetic field is increased. Both a theoreti

cal model of the distribution and the measurements indicate that w ~{2a X)lf2 where a is the magnetic

field line curvature of the field line tangent to the plate at r = r0 [7]. The mean area A of the

discharge is then

A = 2nr0w . (4)

with



/ =InrowJiptgt . (5)

Using (4) and (5) in (3) we obtain
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for a fixed/.

Using measured values of /, Vt B, and w, the gyroradius (1) is plotted as the solid line in Figs.

6a-c, and the Child law sheath thickness (6) is plotted as the dashed line. Although the position A of

the measured peak in optical emission is typically a factor of two larger than the Child's law thickness

dt we observe qualitatively that the scaling of A withB agrees quite well with Child's law.

To testquantitatively whether A satisfies the scaling laws (1), (3), or (6), we plot versus B in Fig.

7 the three quantities AB/Vm [for Eq. (1)], A/V*4 [for Eq. (3)] and ABV4/V™ [for Eq. (6)], for the

data shown in Figs. 6a-c. At high currents (Fig. 7a and 7c), the best fit is to (6), Child's law including

the proper scaling with mean current width w. The quantity AB1/4/V7/8 is constant within ±8% over a

factor of four variation in magnetic fields and a factor of two variation in voltage. Neglecting the scal

ing of w with B in Child's law yields a worse result The scaling of A with gyroradius is clearly

incorrect At lower currents (Fig. 7b at 0.1 A) where X £ d and at very high magnetic fields, some

deviation from the scaling predicted by (6) is seen.

From the measured sheath thickness and the discharge voltage, we also can estimate the average

electric field strength (E >» V/A in the sheath. These values are shown in Table 1 for the data of Fig.

6a. (E ) increases slightly as B is increased. We also give the drift velocity uE = (E )IB and the

azimuthal component u = 2u$/n of the energetic electron velocity u0 in the table. For low magnetic

fields such that X> dt we expect that the electrons gyrate in semi-circular orbits as they reflect from

the thin sheath region, spending most of their time in the field free region outside the sheath; their

azimuthal drift velocity is then u$. For high magnetic fields such that X<: d, we expect that the elec

trons gyrate in a cycloidal motion within the sheath where the electric field (E >is present; the azimu

thal drift velocity is then uE. For commercial planar magnetron discharges used for thin film deposi

tion, the magnetic field is generally small and the dc current is large. This regime is characterized by



X > d, such that the characteristic energetic electron azimuthal drift velocity is «$, not uE. Finally,

we note that the sheath thickness is small compared with the ion-neutral mean free path at low pres

sures: Xmfp ~ 3 cm at p = 10 mtorr.

m. OPTICAL EMISSION MODEL

In order to explain the observed axial optical emission S(z) and the dependence of the axial posi

tion A of the peak emission on Child's law, we have developed a geometrical model of the planar mag

netron ring discharge [7]. We model the transverse ion current distribution based on a simplified (two

dimensional rectangular) field geometry (see Fig. 8) in which (a) the B -field is generated by current in

a single wire running parallel to the plate (having half-width xp) at a distance a below the surface (the

field lines are circles); (b) the cathode sheath is infinitesimally thin, such that (fast) electrons leave the

plate with kinetic energy eO, where <D is the discharge voltage; and (c) the electron motion is Hamil-

tonian in the effective potential bounded by the field lines, such that an electron emitted at x0 ergodi-

cally explores the accessible phase space area x(xQ). We let h(xtx£dx be the phase space area

explored by an electron emitted at x0 which contributes to the ion current /,(*)> 7 be the secondary

emission coefficient and H be the total number of ionizations per fast electron. Then we arrive at an

integral equation

f h(x,x0) rmr,/,(*) =Hy J dx0 -^-p Ji(x0) (7)

which we solve numerically, yielding a distribution Ji(x) that is peaked at x = 0 and has a mean width

w = (2Xa)1/2, where X is the energetic electron gyroradius. Two types of regions t(*q) contribute to

the integral in (7). For jc0 >*i = (2Xa)1/2, t is an arc-shaped region, as shown in Fig. 8a. For

*o <*i» t is a wedge-shaped region, as shown in Fig. 8b. Since Jt(x) is small for xQ> xx = w, the

wedge-shaped regions for 0 < x0 < *i dominate the dynamics.

To determine the optical emission distribution ST(z) from the model, we integrate the contribu

tion of all wedge-shaped regions to the light emitted along a line-of-sight / parallel to the cathode sur

face of a distance z above the surface (see Fig. 8b). Using x = (xo+x?y3a and / = (x}+x}-2z)1/2t

we obtain
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where

'} (x02+x?-2z)l/2ST(z) ~ J dxoTiM (x2+x2)3/2 (8)

0, 2z<xf;
(2Z-JC?)172, x12<2z<2x12; (9)

Xi, 2z >2x?.

Figure 9 shows the normalized optical emission distribution jT(x) = St(x)/St(0) according to this

model for a Gaussian current distribution /,(x<j) «e exp[-xo/x2]. The results do not much depend on

the exact shape of Jt; a rectangular shape cutoff atx0 =xx yields a similar result (see Fig. 9).

Because the electrons only reach their full energy after acceleration across the Child's law sheath,

the optical emission within the sheath due to electron-neutral excitation is assumed to be low. There

fore, the intensity distribution shown in Fig. 9 begins at the sheath edge as indicated in the figure. The

theory predicts that the normalized optical emission distribution is a universal function of a = z/X. The

data of Fig. 5 are generally in agreement with this prediction for a < 1. However, for a > 1, the

actual emission is higher than predicted, presumably due to diffusion of hot electrons or optical emis

sion by cold electron excitation of neutrals.

To examine quantitatively the correspondence between the measured and theoretical optical emis

sion, we plot in Kg. 10 the maximum value Sou (with respect to z) of the optical emission at fixed

current versus the magnetic field B for p = 5 mtorr and p = 20 mtorr. We normalize these data to the

maximum with respect to B, which occurs for 290 - 340 G at 5 mtorr and for 400 G at 20 mtorr. We

see that S^ increases with B to a peak value at B =Bptak and then falls slighdy as B is increased

above B^. We can understand the behavior of $„» in the regime X > d from the emission model.

At the sheath edge z = 0, from (8),

Letting /,(x0) «* //xi and integrating (10), we obtain STwmx °° U*\- Since x? =2A*z, we find that
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STm*x ~ /A « IB/Vm. (11)

Using the data for X versus B at a fixed /, we plot 1A versus B in Fig. 10. We see that Srn»x does

indeed scale with 1A for small B. The peak in 5rm„ may be associated with the condition X - d,

since for X > d, the assumptions of the emission model are invalid.

We can estimate the axial (area-averaged) ionization efficiency *n/(x) of the discharge as follows:

dN'r\\x) =j
dt

(12)

where {dN'ldt)a is the total number of electron-ion pairs created per second per unitaxial length in the

discharge. We expect (dN'/dt)u, andtherefore ti'(x), to be proportional to S(x), since the optical exci

tation frequency is roughly proportional to the ionization frequency for energetic electron collisions

with gas atoms.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the axial light emission near the cathode of a dc planar magnetron discharge

over a range of pressures and magnetic fields, and we have compared these measurements to a simple

model of the geometric structure of the ring-shaped discharge. The distance from the cathode to the

peak value of light emission is identified as the ion Child's law sheath thickness. The shape of the

axial distribution of lightis in reasonable agreement with themodel The behavior of the peak value of

light emission versus magnetic field strength also agrees with the model for low magnetic field

strengths.

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of H. Meuth and AB. Wendt in carrying out these stu

dies. This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grant ECS-8517363 and by a Gift

from Varian Associates, Inc.
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TABLE 1

Discharge Parameters for / = 0.5 A and p = 5 mtorr

J5(G) V(V) X(mm) A(mm) d(mm) £(V/cm) £/S(108cm/s) u*(108cm/s)

142 670 6.10 3.56 2.43 188.0 13.2 9.77

171 525 4.52 2.92 1.87 179.8 10.5 8.65

228 443 3.10 2.41 1.50 183.8 8.06 7.95

285 428 £44 2.03 1.37 210.8 7.40 7.81

342 396 1.96 1.70 1.23 232.9 6.81 11.8

456 362 1.41 1.65 1.05 219.6 4.81 7.18

570 325 1.07 1.52 0.91 213.8 3.75 6.81
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